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   BEFORE THE ADDL. MEMBER-2, MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS

TRIBUNAL TINSUKIA ::::::::: ASSAM

District : Tinsukia.

Present : Md. A. Hakim, M.A, L.L.B,

Addl.  Member-2,

Motor Accident Claims Tribunal,

Tinsukia.    

            M.A.C.T Case No.  81 of 2013

 
1.    Smt. Lakhi Garh,(aged  about 20  years)

   Wife of  Lt. Ashok   Garh 

2.   SRI   AMAN GORH, (aged  about 2  years)

  Son of  Lt. Ashok Garh,  

3.   Swapna Garh

 (D/o Lt. Rajkumari Garh)

4.   Budheswar Garh

 (S/o Lt. Rajkumari Garh)

            All are  residing  at  Balijan  Gaon,  

            P.O  Mamorani, 

            P.S  Digboi,  Dist. Tinsukia,  Assam.

            (The  claimant No. 2,  being  the  minor  son

            is  being  represented  by  his  natural  guardian/mother 

            the  Claimant No. 1)

                                             .........…………Claimants. 
                                                  
               -Versus- 

1.   SRI  HARPINDAR  SINGH,

  S/o. Late  Kashmir  Singh,
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  R/o. Beltola, P.O Beltola,

  Guwahati – 28,

  (Owner  of  the  vehicle  No. AS-01-R-9673(Tata Truck).

2.   SRI  ARBINDA  PAUL,

  Son of  DHAGABAN  PAUL, 

  R/o. LKB  Road,  Sripuria,

  P.O. P.S  &  Dist.  Tinsukia, (Assam),

 (Owner  of  the  vehicle  No. AS-23-G-2164(Tata Ace).

 
3.   SRI  HITEN  BARMAN,

 Son  of  Sri  Bhaben  Barman,

 R/o.   Beltola – Lalmati,

 Dist.  Kamrup,

(Driver  of  vehicle  no. AS-01-R-9673(Tata Truck).

4.  THE  ORIENTAL  INSURANCE COMPANY LTD.

 Issued  by Guwahati  Branch, Guwahati.

 Local  Divisional  Office:-

 Thana  Road,  Tinsukia  Town,

 P.O, P.S & District – Tinsukia,  Assam,

(Insurer of vehicle  no. AS-01-R-9673(Tata Truck)

Vide  policy  no. 321200/31/2012/9819

valid  up  to  midnight of 25.02.2013).

5.  THE NATIONAL  INSURANCE  CO. LTD., 

Divisional  Office

Near ASTC,  Tinsukia  Town,

District – Tinsukia,  Assam,

(Insurer of vehicle  no. AS-23-G-2164(Tata Ace) 

Vide   Policy   no.  200404/31/12/6300000/595  valid  up  to  

8/7/2013.                             

                                                .................Opposite Parties.
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             Appearance:-

  Sri  B. Sarma,

  Advocate……………......……...For the Claimants.  

  Sri Bhabani  Sharma

            Advocates........…...........….....For the Opposite Party no. 2.

  Sri  B.B Dey,

            Advocates........…...........….....For the Opposite Party no. 4.

            Sri  D. Mishra

            Advocate........…….............. ..For the Opposite Party no. 5.

  Sri N. Prasad
            Advocate.......................For the Petitioner Smt.  Rajkumari  

                     Garh  &  Others.

   Date of Argument   :   15.03.2018

   Date of Judgment   :   07.04.2018

            J  U D G M  E  N  T

1.          This  is   an   application  filed U/s. 166 Motor Vehicle Act,

1988 by  which the claimant  namely, Smt. Lakhi  Garh seeking

compensation on account  of  the  death of Late  Ashok  Garh

who was her husband who died  in a motor  vehicle  accident. 

2.           The case  of  the  claimant  in  brief  is  that on 03/12/2012

at about 8:45 P.M while  the  deceased  was  returning  home

(Balijan  Gaon) from  Tinsukia  side  to  Digboi  via  NH-37 Makum

Road  by  driving  the  vehicle AS-23-G-2164 (Tata Ace Chota

Hati)  and when  he  reached  near  Sukhan Pukhuri   a Truck

bearing registration no.  AS-01-R-9673 coming  from  opposite

direction  i.e.  from  Makum  side  towards  Tinsukia side in  very

high  speed driven  by  its  driver  in  a  very rash  and  negligent

manner  knocked  and  hit  the  Tata Ace  Chota  Hati  and  as  a
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result   the  deceased  sustained  grievous   injuries   on  his

person and  died  on  the  spot. The  matter  was  immediately

inform to  Tinsukia Police  Station and  the  police  forwarded  the

dead  body  of  the  deceased  to  the  Civil  Hospital,  Tinsukia

for  Post  Mortem, and  the  post  Mortem  over  the  body  was

performed  by  the  doctors   of   Civil   Hospital  Tinsukia  on

04.12.2012. The  accident  took  place  due  to  the  total  rash

and  negligent  driving  of  the  vehicle  Tata  Truck  bearing

registration  no.  AS-01-R-9673.   

3.           In connection  with  the  said  accident Tinsukia  police has

registered a case Tinsukia P.S  case 9/2013, U/s. 279/304(A)/427

IPC against  the driver of  the offending  vehicle and investigated

the  case accordingly. 

4.         The  claimant   further   stated  that after the   of  death  of

the  deceased,  the  claimant being  the  wife  and  the  minor

son  have  been  braved and  are  very  much  shocked  and

also  suffering   mental   agony   due   to   death   of   her

husband/father of  the  minor  child  who  was  the  only  earning

member  of the  family and  was  maintaining  the  family. Now

she  has    to  maintain  herself   alongwith  her   minor   child.

Therefore the claimant may be  compensated  aptly,  as  claimed

for. Her husband  was  working  as  a driver  by  occupation  and

was  earning  Rs. 6,000/-  per  month.   That  the  claimants

claim  for  compensation  of  Rs. 13,31,000/- 

5.        The  Opposite  party no. 1 &  Opp. Party  no. 3 did not

contest  the  case.  Hence,  case   proceeded  ex-parte  against

them. The  Opposite  No. 2, 4 & 5 have contested  the  case by

filing  written   statements.  In  their  written  statement   the

opposite parties have taken all the  routine  pleas and denies

the  case  of  the claimant and  prayed  for  dismissal  of  the

claim  petition.  
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6.        Upon pleadings  the  following issues  are  framed :

 
(I) Whether  Late  Ashok  Garh died  in a road accident

which  occurred  on  03.12.2012 at  about   8:45  PM near

Hukan Pukhuri, Makum  Road, under Tinsukia PS due to

rash  and  negligent  driving  of  the  vehicles  bearing

registration  no.  AS-23-G-2164(Tata  Ace)  &  AS-01-R-

9673(Tata  Truck)?

(ii) Whether there was contributory negligence on the part

of  the  Drivers  of  the  aforesaid  vehicles  as  well  as  the

deceased?

(iii)Whether  the  claimants   are  entitled  to  get

compensation? If so, to what extent and from whom? 

7.        During  the  course   of   hearing   the  claimant  has

examined   herself  alongwith  another  witness in support of her

claim, whereas the OP’s  did not  adduce  evidence    on  their

part.   

 
8.         The Tribunal  has  heard  the argument advanced by the

parties at length and also, deciphered the materials on record for

an appropriate outcome of the instant case. 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASON THEREOF

9.         CW.1, Smt. Lakhi  Garh has  stated in  her  evidence  in

affidavit  that she  has  filed  the   claim  petition against  the

Opp.  Party  no.  1  being   the  owner  of  vehicle  no.   AS-01-R-

9673(Truck), Opp. Party no.3, being  the  driver of vehicle no. AS-

01-R-9673(Truck)  and  Opp.  Party  no.4,  being   the   Insurer  of

vehicle  no.   AS-01-R-9673(Truck)  vide  policy   no.

321200/31/2012/9819 valid  up  to  midnight of 25.02.2013) for
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herself  and  for her minor  son(Claimant  no. 2)  claiming  total

compensation  of  Rs. 13,31,000/- on  account  of  death  of  her

husband who  died  in  a  motor  accident on 03/12/2012 at

Sukhan  Pukhuri, Tinsukia by vehicle no.  AS-01-R-9673. 

10.     She  states  that  her  husband Ashok  Garh  was  a  driver

of vehicle  no. AS-23-G-2164(Tata Ace) and  while  her husband

was returning  home (Balijan gaon)  from  Tinsukia  side and

when her  husband  reached  with  the  said  vehicle at  Sukhan

Pukhuri in  the  said  moment  one  truck  bearing  registration

no. AS-01-R-9673  coming  from Opposite direction in  a  very

rash  and  negligent  manner  knocked  the  Tata  Ace and  as  a

result  her  husband  sustained  grievous  injuries  on  his  body

and  thereafter  died  on  the  spot. So  she  implead  the  said

Tata  Ace  bearing  no.  AS-23-G-2164 as Opp. Party  no. 2 and

Opp. Party  no. 5  being  the  owner  and  Insurer  of  the  said

Tata  Ace  for  proper  adjudication  of  her  claim  application. 

11.     That on 03/12/2012  at about 8:45 P.M while  her  husband

Ashok  Garh  was   returning   home  with  the  vehicle  bearing

registration  no.  AS-23-G-2164(Tata Ace) driven by  him  and

when  he  reached  near  Sukhan Pukhuri  one Truck  bearing

registration no. AS-01-R-9673(Truck) coming  from   Makum  side

to Tinsukia side in  very   rash  and  negligent  manner   hit  and

knocked  the said  vehicle  (Tata Ace)   and  thereby caused

injuries  to his  body and  due  to  the  injuries  sustained by  her

husband died  on  the  spot. After the accident  the  dead  body

of  her  husband was taken  to  the Tinsukia  Police  station and

on  the  next  day the  Tinsukia  police  forwarded  the  dead

body  of  her  husband to  the  Civil  Hospital,  Tinsukia for  Post

Mortem   examination  and   the  doctors   of   Civil   Hospital,

Tinsukia  performed the  post  mortem  on  the  body  of  her

husband.   
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12.      The  claimant   further   stated  that  her  husband was   a

driver  by  occupation  and he  was the  only earning member

and  by  doing  the  said  work  her  husband  was  earning  an

amount  of  Rs. 6,000/-  per  month  and  from  his  said  income

he  had maintained  them.

13.     That after the  accident of her  husband, she  was very

much  shocked and  under  depression. As  she  was  busy  with

the  last  rituals  of  her  deceased  husband,  she  could  not

lodge  the  written  FIR in  time. She  lodged  the  FIR  on

07.01.2013  before  the  Tinsukia  Police  Station and Tinsukia P.S

registered  the   said   case   being  Tinsukia  P.S   case  9/2013,

corresponding  to  G.R No. 32/2013, U/s.  279/304(A)/427  IPC

against   the  driver  of   the  offending   vehicle(Truck)  and

investigated  the  case accordingly. 

14.     CW.1  states  that  she  is  an  illiterate lady and  hence

could  not  exhibit  the  documents  in  support  of  her  evidence

hence she  is  filing  the  said  documents  in  support  of  her

evidence: 

 
Doc. 1  is  the  Accident  information  Report  in  Form

No. 54.

Doc. 2 is the certified  copy of  FIR   of  Tinsukia  P.S

Case  no. 09/2013. 

Doc. 3 is the certified  copy of Ejahar   of  Tinsukia  P.S

Case  no. 09/2013. 

Doc. 4 is the certified  copy of Charge-sheet  of  Tinsukia

P.S  Case  no. 09/2013. 

                Doc. 5 is the certified  copy of MVI Report in  2  pages   of

Tinsukia   P.S   Case  no. 09/2013. ]

Doc. 6 is the certified  copy of Seizure-list in  2  pages

of. Tinsukia  P.S  Case  no. 09/2013. 
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             Doc. 7 is  the  certified  copy  of Postmortem  Report

issued   by  the Civil  Hospital,  Tinsukia on 04/12/2012.

15.     During  cross-examination by O.P no. 4, the  CW.1,   Smt.

Lakhi  Garh  has  stated that both the  vehicles  involved in  the

accident  were  in  the  moving condition. The  deceased  was

driving  Tata  ACE  at  the  time  of  accident. She does  not

remember  the  number  of  the   vehicle.  She has  not  seen the

accident. She  was  at  her residence. The  distance  in between

place  of  occurrence  and  her  house is  15-20 KM.  It takes

about 1  hour  by  vehicle to  reach her  house  from  the P.O.

The  accident  took  place  at 8:30 P.M. One  of her neighbour,

Raju  Kurmi  had  informed her about  the  accident. She  did  not

go  to  the  place  of  occurrence  after  hearing the  news. Her

brother  in  law  (husband's brother)  Paban  Garh went  to  the

place  of  occurrence. Her husband  has  three brothers  and  one

sister. She cannot  say  the  age  of her brother in  law  and

sister  in  law.  She has  not  filed  the driving  license  of  her

deceased  husband.  She  cannot  say how  the  accident  took

place  as  she  has not  seen  the accident.   

       
16.     She  denies  the suggestion  that    the  accident   took

place  due  to  rash  and  negligent  driving  of  his deceased

husband. She   has not   filed  any   income   certificate   of her

deceased  husband.  She  denies  the suggestion  that    her

husband was  earning  an amount  of  Rs. 6,000/-. She  got the

information  from Raju  Kurmi  after  half   an  hour  of   the

accident.  She  denies  the suggestion  that  the accident  took

place  due  to  the  fault of  the  Tata  ACE  Chota  Hati, and

hence, she  is  not  entitled  to  any  compensation  from  the

Opp. Party no. 4.  There  was  no   other   person  sitting   in  the

Chota  Hati  at  the  time  of  accident.  She has   not  seen  the

Truck  involved  in  the  accident. She  is  residing  in  the  house
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of  her  mother. Paban  Garh is doing  some  business  but she

cannot   say  about   his   business.  Her   mother   in   law  is

residing with said  Sri  Paban  Garh.     

17.      During   cross-examination   by   Opp.  Party  No.  5,  the

CW.1 has  stated that she  has  not  sought  relief  against the

Opp. Party  No. 2  as  well  as  opposite party no. 5. She   does

not  know  who  filed  the Ejahar  before  the  Police. Though  she

has  not  seen  the accident  but  she came  to  know  that  the

accident  took place  due  to  fault  of  Tata  Truck, the offending

vehicle  and there  was  no  fault  on  the  part  of her  deceased

husband. She has  claimed  the  compensation  against  the

owner  of Tata  Truck  as  well  as  the  Insurance  Company  of

the  said vehicle. She works  as  a  daily  labour at  Chandmari

with mason  and  she  is paid  Rs. 180/-  as  daily  wage  and  she

works for  26  days  a  month.  She  is 26 years  of  age. She

knows  Arbinder  Paul. She  cannot  say as  to  who  is  the  eye

witness  of  the  accident. She has not  deposited  the  Driving

License  of  her deceased  husband  in  this  court. She  denies

the  suggestion  that  her husband had no valid Driving  license

at  the time  of  accident.  She  also  denies  the  suggestion  that

the  Permit  of  Tata  ACE bearing  regn. AS-23-G-2164  was  not

valid.

18.    CW.2, Sri  Rajeswar Kurmi  @  Raju  has  stated in  his

evidence  in affidavit  that he  and  deceased  were residing  in

same  area.  He  knows  the  claimants who  are  the  wife  and

minor  son  of  Lt. Ashok  Gorh. The  deceased  was a  driver  by

occupation of  vehicle  no. AS-23-G-2164 (Tata  Ace) and  he died

on 03/12/2012 at  Makum  Road near  Sukan  Pukhuri  while was

coming  with  his  vehicle Tata  Ace  being  dashed  by  a Truck

bearing  registration  no. AS-01-R-9673.  

19.     He  stated  that to  his  information on 03/12/2012  at
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about 8:45 P.M while   Ashok Gorh was  returning his home with

a vehicle Tata Ace bearing  registration  no. AS-23-G-2164 and

when said vehicle reached  near  Sukhan Pukhuri, Makum Road

then at that moment  one Truck  bearing registration no. AS-01-

R-9673(Truck)  coming  from   Makum  side   to  Tinsukia  side

driven by its driver in  very   rash  and  negligent  manner   hit

and knocked  the said  Tata Ace bearing  registration  no. AS-23-

G-2164   and  thereby caused grievous injuries  to his  body and

due  to  that he   died  on  the  spot. After the accident  the  dead

body  of  Ashok Garh was taken  to  the Tinsukia  Police  station

and on  the  next  day the  Tinsukia  police  forwarded  the  dead

body to  the  Civil  Hospital,  Tinsukia for  Post  Mortem  and  the

doctors  of  Civil  Hospital, Tinsukia  performed the  post  mortem

on  the  body  of  Ashok Garh.     

20.      That   claimant  no. 1 (wife  of  the  deceased) had lodged

a  written  FIR   on  07.01.2013   before  the  Tinsukia  Police

Station and Tinsukia P.S registered the  said  case  being Tinsukia

P.S   case  9/2013,  corresponding   to   G.R  No.  32/2013,  U/s.

279/304(A)/427   IPC  against   the  driver  of   the  offending

vehicle(Truck) and investigated  the  case accordingly. 

21.     CW.2 states  that  he accompanied  the  CW.1 at  the  time

of  lodging  the  said  FIR to the  Tinsukia  P.S. He  states  that

claimant Lakhi  Garh  took him  to  Tinsukia  Court for  obtaining

of  certified  copies  of FIR,  Ejahar,  Charge-sheet,  Seizure-list,

MVI  Report  and P.M Report  and  accordingly  he  on  behalf  of

the  claimants received   all  the certified   copies  of  documents

and he  fully  acquainted  with those  documents exhibited  the

same which  are  as  follows :

 Ext. 1  is  the  Accident  information  Report  in  Form No. 

 54.
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Ext. 2 is the certified  copy of  FIR   of  Tinsukia  P.S  

Case  no. 09/2013. 

Ext. 3 is the certified  copy of Ejahar   of  Tinsukia  P.S  

Case  no. 09/2013. 

Ext.  4  is  the  certified   copy  of  Charge-sheet   of   

Tinsukia  P.S Case  no. 09/2013. 

Ext. 5 is the certified  copy of MVI Report in  2  pages  

of   Tinsukia  P.S  Case  no. 09/2013. 

Ext. 6 is the certified  copy of Seizure-list in  2  pages  

of    Tinsukia  P.S  Case  no. 09/2013. 

Ext.. 7 is  the  certified  copy  of Postmortem  Report   

issued   by  the Civil  Hospital,  Tinsukia on 04/12/2012.

22.    In   cross-examination   by  O.P  no.  4  the  CW.2,  i.e.  Sri

Rajeswar Kurmi  @  Raju   has  stated    that  he has  not  seen

the  place of  accident. He has  heard   that  the  accident  took

place  at  Hukanpukhuri. The  place  of  accident  is  at  distance

of 12 KM from his  house. His house  is  at  a  distance of  500

meter  from  the  house  of CW.1, Smt. Lakhi  Garh.  Smt. Lakhi

Garh  is  at   present  residing  in  her  mother's  house  at

Rangagarh. The  distance  between  Rangagarh  Balijan  Gaon  is

about  20 KM. CW.1,  the  wife  of   deceased Ashok  Garh  is  a

daily  wage  earner.  He has  not  seen  the  accident  on his  own

eyes. He  received  the  information  from  one  Ajoy  Chowtal

about  the  accident  over  phone. He does not   know  the

owner  of Chota  Hati. After  hearing  about  the  accident he

came  to  the Tinsukia police  station  and  saw  the  dead body

of  Lt. Ashok  Garh. Police  has  not  taken  his statement  in  the

police  station. He does  not know  the  person  who  wrote  the

Ejahar.  He  denies  the  suggestion  that Ajoy  Chowtal  informed

him  about   the   accident   over  phone.  He   denies   the

suggestion  that the  accident  took  place  due  to  fault  of  the

deceased, Ashok  Garh. He  denies  the  suggestion  that there
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was  no  fault  on  the  part  of  the  Tata  Truck. He  denies  the

suggestion  that as  because  CW.1  is  his neighbour   he  is

deposing  falsely.

23.    During  cross-examination by O.P no.  5,  the  CW.2,  Sri

Rajeswar Kurmi  @  Raju    has  stated that  the  accident  took

place  only  due  to  rash  and  negligent  driving  of  the  vehicle

bearing  regn. no. AS-01-R-9673  and  there  was no  fault  of

rash  and  negligent  driving  on  the   part  of  the  other  vehicle

bearing  regn. no. AS-23-G-2164(TATA ACE).

24.      Now   in  view  of   proper  decision  and  adjudication I am

discussing  the  Issue  No. 1,  2 and 3 one  by  one  as follows:

ISSUE NO. 1 & 2

25.   Now   for  the  convenience  and  comprehension  I  am

discussing the issues no. 1 & 2 simultaneously.

26.      With regard to the Issue no. 1 i.e. (I) Whether  Late  Ashok

Garh died  in a road accident which occurred on 03.12.2012 at

about   8:45  PM  near   Hukan  Pukhuri,  Makum   Road,  under

Tinsukia PS due to rash and negligent  driving of  the vehicles

bearing registration no. AS-23-G-2164(Tata Ace) & AS-01-R-9673

(Tata   Truck)?  And  Issue  no.  2  i.e.  (ii)  Whether  there  was

contributory  negligence  on  the  part  of  the  Drivers  of  the

aforesaid vehicles as well as the deceased? I have perused the

material evidence on record. 

27.      Ld. Counsel for the Opposite party no. 4 has submitted

that the accident was occurred due to the negligent driving of

the deceased.  But the claimant and the Opposite party no.  5

have denied the claim of the opposite party no. 4. 
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28.    Upon  hearing   both  sides  and perusal  of  the material

evidence  on  record  I  have  found  that  no  eye  witness  to  the

accident has deposed in the case. Hence I have to decide the

facts basing upon the facts and circumstances of the case. 

29.     The  CW 1 has deposed that the deceased died while he

was coming home by driving his vehicle.  She  states  that  her

husband Ashok  Garh  was  a  driver of vehicle  no. AS-23-G-

2164(Tata Ace) and  while  her husband was returning  home

(Balijan  gaon)   from  Tinsukia   side  and when her   husband

reached  with  the  said  vehicle at  Sukhan Pukhuri in  the  said

moment   one   truck   bearing   registration  no.  AS-01-R-9673

coming  from Opposite direction in  a  very rash  and  negligent

manner  knocked  the  Tata  Ace and  as  a result  her  husband

sustained  grievous  injuries  on  his  body and  thereafter  died

on  the  spot.  The statement has been supported by the CW 2

but he is not the eye witness to the accident.

30.       From the evidence of the both CW 1 and CW 2 it is crystal

clear that the accident was taken place face to face between the

alleged vehicles. As there is no independent witnesses it is very

difficult to fix who is wrong or right? But as the alleged vehicle

collided face to face it can be presumed that the  accident was

taken place due to the rash and negligent driving of the driver of

the both the alleged vehicle i.e. AS-23-G-2164 (Tata Ace) and AS-

01-R-9673.  Hence  I  am  of  the  considered  opinion  that  the

accident was taken place due to the contributory negligence of

the driver of the alleged two vehicle both of whom drove the

vehicle  rashly  and  negligently.  Thus  the  Issue  no.  1  &  2  are

decided accordingly.
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ISSUE NO. 3

31.      In  view  of the above discussion and as the said accident

had  occurred  due  to  the  rash  and  negligent  driving  of  the

drivers of the vehicle bearing  registration No. i.e. AS-23-G-2164

(Tata Ace)  and AS-01-R-9673  the claimants are entitled for the

compensation  for  the  sad  demise  of  the  deceased   Ashok

Garh.

32.     But with regard to the payment of the just and adequate

compensation  to  the  claimants  let  us  evaluate  the  facts  and

circumstances arises in the instant case.

33.     In  the  case  of  Sarla  Verma  vs. Delhi Transport

Corporation,  reported in {(2009) 6 SCC 121}, the Hon’ble

Supreme Court has held that,  “Basically only three facts need to

be established by the claimants for assessing compensation in

the case of death : (a) age of the deceased; (b) income of the

deceased; and the (c) the number of dependents. The issues to

be  determined  by  the  Tribunal  to  arrive  at  the  loss  of

dependency are (i) additions/deductions to be made for arriving

at  the  income;  (ii)  the  deduction  to  be  made  towards  the

personal living expenses of the deceased; and (iii) the multiplier

to be applied with reference of the age of the deceased.”

34.      In the  instant  case  the  claimants  have stated  in the

claim petition that  the  age  of  the  deceased was about 26

years at  the  time  of  his  death.  But  the  claimant  has  not

furnished any birth certificate or the school certificate to prove

the age of the deceased. Hence I am of the view that it would be

judicious and convenient to hold the age of the deceased as per

Post Mortem report. It appears from the Post Mortem report that

the age of the deceased was 26 years at the time of the death.
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As there is no other documents to prove the age of the deceased

otherwise, I hold the age of the deceased was 26 years at the

time of the unfortunate death as mentioned in the post mortem

report.

35.   Ld.  Counsel  for  the  claimant  has  submitted  that  the

deceased had an income of Rs. 6,000/- Per month being a driver.

In reply Ld. Counsels for the opposite parties have denied the

quantum of the monthly income of the deceased as deposed by

the CW 1 & 2 on account  of  lack of  documentary  or  reliable

proof.

36.       Upon hearing both sides I have gone through the material

on  record  and  found  that  the  claimant  has  stated  that  her

husband earned an amount of Rs. 6000/- PM being a driver. But

there  is  no  documentary  or  reliable  corroboration  about  the

monthly  earning  of  the  deceased.  Apart  from this  no  income

certificate of the deceased is furnished by the claimant.  Hence it

cast a doubt about the true quantum of the monthly income of

the deceased.

37.     However from the material circumstances of the case it is

apparent  that  the  deceased  was  a  driver.  Hence  I  can  be

presumed that the deceased had some income.  But to prove the

income of  the deceased the claimant  although endeavours to

prove it  by verbal  submission yet she fails to prove it by any

documentary or reliable evidence. Hence, it cast a doubt in my

view  about  the  true  quantum  of  monthly  income  of  the

deceased. 

38.    Nevertheless  there  is  objection  to  the  income  of  the

deceased by the  opposite parties I am of the considered view

that  the  deceased  had  some  income  being  a  driver.  As  the

claimant  and the CW 2 have claimed that  deceased  was   a
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driver and as there is no denying from the opposite parties about

the status of the deceased and presuming the social demand of

a driver at the time of the death of the deceased I  am  of  the

considered   view   that  it   will  be   justified   if  I   hold  that

deceased had a notional income per month about Rs. 4,000.00.

Which is  in my  view is  reasonable  and  rational. 

39.           With regard to the future prospect of the deceased I would

like  to  cite  the  following  case  i.e.  National  Insurance  Company

Limited v.  Pranay Sethi  and Ors.  SPL (Civil)  No.  25590 of  2014,

wherein Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  has  held in the in para  61 (iv)

as follows  that : ”In case the deceased was self-employed or on a

fixed salary, an addition of 40% of the established income should

be the warrant where the deceased was below the age of 40 years.

An addition of 25% where the deceased was between the age of 40

to 50 years and 10% where the deceased was between the ages of

50 to 60 years should be regarded as the necessary method of

computation. The established income means the income minus the

tax component”.

40.             In  view   of   the   above   decision I am of the considered

view that as the deceased had fixed income of the Rs. 4000/- P.M

and the age was above 26 years, an addition of Rs. 40% is made to

the monthly income of Rs. 4000/- i.e. Rs. 4000.00 + 1600.00 = Rs.

5,600.00.  Which  would  be  the  total  monthly  income  of  the

deceased towards his future prospects. As such the annual income

of  the  deceased  would  be  Rs.  5,600.00  X  12  months  =  Rs.

67,200.00 per annum.

41.           In the case of  Sarla Verma   (supra),  the Hon’ble Supreme

Court has held that- “Though in some cases the deduction to be

made towards personal and living expenses is calculated on the

basis of units indicated in Trilok Chandra, the general practice is to
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apply  standardized  deductions.  Having  considered  several

subsequent decisions of this Court, we are of the view that where

the deceased was married,  the deduction towards  personal  and

living expenses of the deceased, should be one-third (1/3rd) where

the number of  dependent  family members is  2 to  3,  one-fourth

(1/4th) where the number of dependent family members is 4 to 6,

and  one-fifth  (1/5th)  where  the  number  of  dependent  family

members exceed six.”

42.          In   the   instant   case,   as    the   dependent  family

members of the deceased was 5 at the time of the sad demised of

the deceased Ashok Garh.  In view of the decision in the judgment

of  Sarla  Verma  (Supra)  deduction  towards  personal  and  living

expenses of the deceased in the instant case should be one-fourth

(1/4th)  Sarla  Verma    (supra).  Hence,  one-fourth  (1/4th)  of Rs.

67,200.00 would be  Rs. 16,800.00.  Therefore, the claimants are

entitled  to  receive  the  remaining  three-fourth  (3/4th)  of  Rs.

67,200.00, i.e. Rs 50,400.00, as total savings.

43.           As per the decision of the of judgment Sarla Verma (supra),

the multiplier that has to be applied to find out the loss of total

dependency is  17 as the age of the deceased  at the time of her

death was held to be  26 years. The relevant portion of the decision

of  Sarla  Verma  (supra)  judgment  reads  as  follows: “21.  We

therefore  hold  that  the  multiplier  to  be  used  should  be  as

mentioned in column (4) of the Table above (prepared by applying

Susamma Thomas, Trilok Chandra and Charlie), which starts with

an operative multiplier of 15 (for the age groups of 15 to 20 and 21

to 25 years), reduced by one unit for every five years, that is M-17

for 26 to 30 years, M-16 for 31 to 35 years, M-15 for 36 to 40

years, M-14 for 41 to 45 years, and M-13 for 46 to 50 years, then

reduced by two units for every five years, that is, M-11 for 51 to 55

years, M-9 for 56 to 60 years, M-7 for 61 to 65 years and M-5 for 66
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to 70 years.”  

44.            As such, the loss of dependency is Rs 50,400.00 X 17 = Rs.

8,56,800.00 only (Rupees Eight Lakhs  Fifty Six Thousand  Eight

Hundred only). 

45.         As  per  the  decision  of  the  Hon’ble Supreme Court in

National Insurance Company Limited v. Pranay Sethi and Ors. SPL

(Civil) No. 25590 of 2014 the claimants are also entitled to get the

funeral expenses to the tune of Rs. 15,000/- and Rs. 15,000/- for

loss of estate. The claimant Smt. Lakhi  Garh is also entitled to get

Rs.  40,000/-  due  to  the  death  of  her  husband  as  consortium

amount on account of death of Ashok Garh. Thus, accordingly, the

award is computed in the following scale:-

46.   Thus, accordingly, the award is computed in the following scale:-

Rs. 4,000 + 1600.00 (40%) = 5,600.00

Rs. 5,600.00 X 12 (month) = Rs. 67,200.00 (Annual Income)

           ¾ of Total Income of Rs. 67,200.00 is = Rs. 50,400.00 (Total 

Income)

Rs.  50,400.00  X 17=  Rs.  8,56,800.00 (Rupees  Eight  Lakhs

Fifty Six Thousand  Eight Hundred only). (Multiplier Applied).

Rs. 8,56,800.00 + 15,000.00 + 15,000.00 + 40,000 = 

Rs. 9,26,800.00

Hence total compensation would be Rs. 9,26,800.00 only.

(Rupees Nine Lakh Twenty Six Thousand Eight Hundred only)

 

47.      Now the question is to be decided who will have to pay the

compensation  and  what  amount  would  be  getting  as

compensation  by  the  claimant  no.  2  on  account  of  the  sad

demise of the deceased Ashok Garh

48.     In the  case  of  Khenyei Vs.  New  Indian  Assurance  Co.

Ltd. and  Ors. reported  in AIR 2015, SC 2261 a  three  Judge  Bench
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of   the  Hon'ble  Supreme  Court   has  held  that "  there is  a

difference  between  contributory  and composite  negligence. In the

case   of   Contributory   negligence   a   person  who  has  himself

contributed to  the  extend  cannot  claim  compensation  for  the

injuries  sustained  by  him in the  accident  to  the  extent  of his

own  negligence,  whereas  in  the  case of  composite  negligence a

person who has suffered  has not  contributed  to  the  accident  but

the  outcome of  combination of negligence  of two  or  more  other

persons”.

49.      The  instant  case is  a  case of  contributory  negligence

as  the  drivers   of   both  the  vehicles  equally   contributed  to

the occurrence  of   the alleged  accident.  In  view of  the above

discussion, I am of the considered opinion that the claimant is not

entitled  to  receive  any  compensation  to  the  extent  of  the

negligence  of  deceased  which  has  been  held  to  be  Rs.  50%.

Therefore, the claimant is entitled to receive 50% of total amount of

Rs. 9,26,800.00 only (Rupees Nine Lakh Twenty Six Thousand Eight

Hundred  only)  i.e.  Rs.  4,63,400.00  only  (Four  Lakh   Sixty  Three

Thousand four hundred only).

50.     But to the question who will pay the compensation amount

to the claimant? Ld. Counsel for the claimant and the opposite party

no.  5 have submitted that  the claimant  is  not  claiming anything

from the Opposite party no.2 and 5.  As the claimant is not claiming

anything from the Opposite no.2 and 5 i.e. The National Insurance

Co.  Ltd.  they  are  not  entrusted  with  the  burden  to  pay  the

compensation to the claimant  by this  judgment.  However as the

claimant is claiming the compensation from the Opposite party no.

4 i.e. The Oriental Insurance Company Ltd. I am of the considered

view  that  the  Opposite  party  no.  4  i.e.  The  Oriental  Insurance

Company Ltd. has to pay the compensation to the claimant as per

law.
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51.     In view of the above discussion and considering all facts

and  circumstances  the  Opposite  party  no.  4  i.e.  The  Oriental

Insurance  Company  Ltd.  is  directed  to  pay  Rs.  4,63,400.00  only

(Four Lakh  Sixty Three Thousand four hundred only) which is 50%

of total compensation amount of Rs. 9,26,800.00 only (Rupees Nine

Lakh  Twenty  Six  Thousand Eight  Hundred  only)  to  the  claimants

which in my view is just and adequate considering the facts and

circumstances of the case.

52.     In  view of  the outcome of  the aforesaid issues,  it  has

decided  that  the  claimant  is  entitled  to  get  the  award  of

compensation as calculated and computed above,  under the law

and equity. Accordingly, the issue no. III is decided.

O R D E R

53.     In  the result,  the claim petition is  allowed and a total

amount  of  compensation  to  the  tune  of  Rs.  9,26,800.00  only

(Rupees  Nine  Lakh  Twenty  Six  Thousand Eight  Hundred  only)  so

computed on different heads is  found.  But,  as  the claimants are

entitled to receive only 50% of the total compensation amount the

Opposite party no.  4 i.e. The Oriental  Insurance Company

Ltd.  is  directed to pay an amount of Rs. 4,63,400.00 only

(Four Lakh  Sixty Three Thousand four hundred only) which is

50% of total compensation amount of Rs. 9,26,800.00 only (Rupees

Nine  Lakh  Twenty  Six  Thousand  Eight  Hundred  only)  as

compensation to  the claimants on account  of  the sad demise of

Ashok Garh with 6% interest from the date of  filing of  the claim

petition  on  the  basis  of  aforesaid  terms  and  conditions  till  the

realization of the full amount.

54.     Accordingly,  this MAC  case  is  disposed  of  on contest

without any cost.
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55.    Given under my hand and seal of this Tribunal on this the

7th  day of April, 2018.

 Dictated and corrected by me.

       

            (A Hakim)                                                 (  A. Hakim)

       Addl. Member-2,                                        Addl. Member-2
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